home within the sphere of domesticity, Which, then, is
the true character, the real personality ? This is a question
it is often impossible to answer,
This brief consideration w;u show that, even in the
normal individual, character-splitting is by no means an
impossibility.     We  are, therefore, perfectly justified in
treating the question of dissociation of personality also as
a problem of normal psychology.   According to my view
then—to pursue the discussion—the above question should
be met with a frank avowal that such a in an has no real
character at all, 4,e> he is not individual (<p.) but collective
(q.v,), ie. he corresponds with general circumstances and
expectations.   Were he an individual, he would have but
one and the same character with every variation of attitude,
It would not be identical with the momentary attitude,
neither could it nor would it prevent his individuality from
finding expression in one state just as clearly as in another.
He is an individual, of course, like every being; but an
unconscious one.    Through his more or less complete
identification with the attitude of the moment, he at least
deceives others, and also often himself, as to his real
character.   He puts on a mask, which he knows corres-
ponds with his conscious intentions, while it also meets
with the requirements and opinions of his environment,
so that first one motive then the other is in the ascendant
This mask, viz. the ad hoc adopted attitude, I have called
ttefersona* which was the designation given to the mask
worn by the actors of antiquity,   A man who is identified
with this mask I would call "personal" (as opposed to
"individual").
Both the attitudes of the case considered above are
collective personalities, which may be simply summed up
under the name " persona " or" personae ", I have already
i Jung,   The   Conception  of th*   Unconscious  (Gotoc!**
2nd eda., p, 457),

